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LTD/SEi TPS replacement with BEI-Duncan TPS 
By Paul Norrod 
Wakeman, Ohio 

07/22/2008 
 
I must report that the ebay Honda car TPS I used for my previous conversion self-destructed - it 
developed radial play at the shaft and the resistance values went crazy.  The problem was NOT 
with the concept or the installation, but rather with the ebay junk I got.  Perhaps it was just a bad 
TPS or else they are all marginal, I don’t know.  If you do that conversion, I would suggest you 
try to get a high quality TPS.  The problem with that is as far as I know, Honda only sells the 
TPS for the cars as part of the throttle body - which means big bucks from mother Honda.  You 
might want to try a salvage yard for a good used one - that is what Bob Anderson did in his 
original documentation a few years ago. 
 
What I decided to do instead was revisit a thread started by Jim Roney on the 
gl1200goldwings.com board at http://www.gl1200goldwings.com/viewtopic.php?f=49&t=172  
 
He gave very specific details about the BEI-Duncan TPS, but he never followed up as to if he 
made it work or not.  I bought one and the connector and DID make it work.  It took a lot more 
work than using the Honda car one, but so far it is working absolutely flawlessly.  The following 
are the basic procedures I used to get it installed.  You will probably also want to read my 
original document (http://tinyurl.com/3ph5f3) with the instructions for installing the Honda car 
TPS – it has information and pictures regarding removal of the old TPS and setup of the new 
one.  If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at pnorrod@hotmail.com and I 
will help you out. 
 
Also, there is always the potential for the improvement of any procedure.  When I installed the 
BEI-Duncan TPS, I would get an idea and then try it.  There were several misses that I won’t 
document here.  What I came up is what worked, but that was basically by trial and error.  By 
looking at what I have done some of you may see better ways to achieve the same goal.  If that 
is the case, please post it in an appropriate forum and email me at my hotmail address.  Thanks! 
 
The TPS is manufactured by BEI-Duncan (http://www.beiduncan.com) and I purchased it 
through Mouser Electronics (http://mouser.com).  Actually, it is not a TPS, but rather a rotary 
position sensor that can be used in a number of industrial applications as well as for automotive 
use.  The Mouser part number is 682-9852R5KL2.0  It cost $37.69.  You will also want to buy 
the connector pigtail that goes with it.  It is Mouser part number 682-1-172 and costs $11.61 
(they always get you on those connectors and cables, don’t they?).  I think shipping for both was 
about $10.00.  Pics of each are on the next page. 
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The TPS is plastic with an approximately 3/8” diameter keyed cylinder where a rod can be 
inserted to turn the TPS (it turns CCW when you are looking into the cylinder).  This cylinder 
extends all the way into the body of the TPS, so there is probably a good 3/4” of contact area for 
the control rod: 
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The original LTD/SEi TPS is turned with a rod that has a smaller rod attached on the end 
perpendicular to the main rod.  This smaller rod fits into the fingers of the rotation arm of the left 
side throttle body: 
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To make the rod for the BEI-Duncan TPS, I went to Sears Hardware and bought a 3’ piece of 
3/8” solid aluminum rod and a 3’ piece of 3/16” steel rod.  The 3/8” rod will go into the TPS and 
the 3/16” rod will go through the end of the aluminum rod.  You will have to cut the aluminum rod 
longer than you need and then later fit it by some trial-and-error.  You can get the steel rod 
pretty close to the right length by eyeballing it, but leave yourself some extra.  Don’t worry if you 
mess up making this piece – you have 3 feet of it to fall back on! 
 
The difficult part of making up this rod was getting the steel rod pressed into the aluminum.  You 
need to drill a slightly undersized hole through the end of the aluminum and then press the steel 
rod into it.  I used my bench vice to press it in, but it is tricky to do.  The rod will actually 
“smoosh” the aluminum to the side if you don’t start pressing it dead-on straight.  This is where 
that 3’ of extra rods may come in handy ☺.  Here is what my starting product looked like: 
 

 
 
The aluminum shaft will have to have a keyway cut into it, but we will save that for later because 
there are clearance issues that will dictate where that keyway gets cut. 
 
Let’s move on to how we will mount the TPS to the throttle body and then come back to this 
shaft. 
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The problem with mounting the TPS is mainly one of clearance.  The two slots in the TPS are 
closer to the center of the TPS than the two mounting bosses on the throttle body.  I mentally 
went through several scenarios, but decided that I needed a plate that would be fixed to the 
throttle body upon which the TPS would be mounted with screws (to allow adjustment).  This 
sounds easy but there are two problems:  1)  the frame tube on the inside of the throttle body 
limits space there and 2)  The bolts needed to mount the plate to the throttle body limit the initial 
position and rotation of the TPS itself. 
 
I had some 1/8” (maybe 3/16”) aluminum scrap plate that I decided to make my plate from.   
#10-24TPI screws fit nicely into the TPS slots, so I drilled and tapped the aluminum plate for 
them.  1/8” does not give a lot of room for threads, so if you have something thicker, that would 
be better.  Of course, it could also be made out of steel.  For me, the aluminum plate has 
worked fine and the screws tightened up nicely and have stayed tight:  It would be a good idea, 
though, to put some blue Loctite on the screws when you do the final calibration. 
 

 
 
Another picture follows on the next page. 
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Being somewhat of a dummy, I drilled the big hole in the center of the plate before I tried to drill 
the screw holes.  Since the holes in this plate position the TPS shaft center in the throttle body, 
it would have been much better to punch mark the center and then precisely measure from the 
center and then make the two holes and tap them.  You should also use a compass to scribe a 
circle on the plate where the throttle body mounting holes will go (you can’t drill those yet 
because we have to wedge the TPS in just the right place between them). 
 
What I did next was to set the TPS on the plate and scribe its outline on the plate.  I then found 
the places where the throttle body bolts could go with the least interference with the TPS itself 
and marked and drilled them.  It was a REALLY tight fit.  I used allen head 6mm bolts, but I still 
had to grind them into “cone heads” AND grind off a little on both edges of the TPS to make it fit 
and to allow the TPS to rotate for adjustment.  You will also have to cut an edge off the plate to 
allow it to clear the inside frame tube.  Pictures are on the next pages. 
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It is more difficult to see on this side of the TPS, but I had to grind off a little on the right-edge: 

 
 
Since I did not want to take the inner “firewall” cover off to cut it, I did a “hack-job” with tin-snips 
to get clearance for the TPS: 
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Now, the real problem – positioning the rod so that we have enough adjustment movement to 
properly set the initial voltage.  Through a lot of trial and error, I found that the slot needed to be 
at about 90 degrees away from the 3/16” rod.  In other words, if you were to look at the 
aluminum rod with the 3/16” rod towards you and pointing up to the 12 o’clock position, the slot 
would be at about the 3 o’clock position. 
 
Because there is limited adjustment available in the TPS screw slots, the aluminum rod needs to 
be at just the right rotation so that you can set the initial voltage about in the middle of the 
adjustment range.  I ended up grinding quite a valley in the aluminum rod with my dremel 
(actually a Black and Decker) in order to clear the keyway in the TPS.  This is where I wished I 
had a small milling machine. 
 
Next, I ground the aluminum rod and the steel rod to the proper length and I sanded (and 
sanded) the outside of the aluminum rod until I could get it to push into the TPS.  I then did a 
trial voltage test.  If you haven’t looked at my original TPS document, the TPS has to show ..475 
to .495 volts with a .110 inch gauge in the rear of the left throttle valve.  The voltage was not 
correct, so now I was stuck.  But, I found that since the slot in the rod was so wide, I could turn 
the rod against either stop of the TPS and the rod would then turn in the TPS. 
 
I was able to turn the rod until I got .485 volts in about the middle of the adjustment range.  Now, 
what I should have done next was to scribe a mark on the rod and on the TPS and pull the rod 
out of the TPS, mix and apply some JB Weld or equivalent and then push the rod back in with 
the same alignment.  However, I had it perfect and it seemed quite secure with the limited 
amount of force it had to withstand, so I left it as-is.  I have not had a problem with it moving, but 
again putting some sort of epoxy or glue in there would be a very good idea. 
 
On the next page are pictures of the rod ready to go and installed in the TPS. 
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If you notice on the previous pictures of the throttle body, the bosses for the mounting screws 
stick out from the throttle body about a ¼ inch or so.  It would be a good idea to seal this off with 
something, although I don’t think it has to be air-tight or anything like that.  It would be potentially 
possible for a small stone or something to get in there and hang up the throttle valve.  I found a 
1” PVC pipe connector that is threaded on one end but not on the other.  The unthreaded end is 
just the right size to fit in there if you would cut a slice off of it.  However, once I had fiddled with 
the rod and got the voltage just right, I did not want to take it back off to put the spacer in there.  
So, I guess this is one of those “do as I say not as I do” situations.  If I ever need to take the 
TPS off again, I will cut out a spacer and put in there.  Below is a picture of the fit of the pipe 
(obviously not cut): 
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I soldered the wires to the original wires and put some sliced plastic conduit over them. 
 
The mappings are: 
 
Original wires from the harness To the New wires on the TPS: 
 
Red/White To Orange 
Green To Red 
Green/Blue To Brown 
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The last thing to do was to fit the black metal cover that covers the TPS and throttle body on that 
side.  The TPS hit it in several places, so I took the tin snips to it and then ground down the 
sharp edges with my dremel and a file: 

 
It does not look very good, but nothing hits:  I deal with the opening on the next page. 
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I had a rubber gasket from a kitchen faucet that I cut to fit the opening.  I just used black 
electrical tape to hold it in place.  It is certainly not the most elegant solution, but it will keep the 
water and dirt off the TPS: 
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I have not kept track of my mileage since installing the BEI-Duncan TPS, but I would guess it 
has been several hundred miles.  It has worked perfectly since being installed and hopefully it 
will continue to work perfectly for the life of my LTD. 
 
The only disadvantage I see with this TPS is that it will make it more difficult if I ever want to 
install a “poorboy” external car alternator.  The TPS connector is really right in the way of where 
the alternator needs to tuck in close to the throttle body.  I don’t see a way to turn the TPS any 
other direction because of the clearance limitations of the mounting bolts and frame tube.  Of 
course, the alternator still may fit fine in there but would just need to be tilted out a little more 
than “usual.” 
 
I hope this will help those of us with these relatively rare machines keep them alive.  I hate the 
idea of buying expensive used parts that may or may not be any good.  And, of course, the 
supply of those used parts will eventually dry up.  Finding substitutes such as the Honda car and 
BEI-Duncan TPS gives us a completely new supply to draw from. 
 
Good luck if you do the conversion and feel free to contact me at pnorrod@hotmail.com if you 
have any questions or comments. 
 
Paul Norrod 
Wakeman, Ohio 


